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SOME ISSUES OF ELABORATION OF THE TOPIC OF

DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGES IN THE BALKANS IN COURSE

OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR

There exist ample archival sources concerning demographic

movements in the Balkans in course of the Second World War,

which refers both to materials originating and preserved in the

Balkan countries and to the ones of German provenience. There

exists also a considerable fund of collection of published materials

covering the period of war for all Balkan countries as well as

for great powers which were influential regarding these move

ments in the area. However, the quality of such sources is not

equal, especially regarding some aspects of demographic move

ments. While, for instance, milder forms of genocide, such as

resettlement of peoples from one country to the other, are

represented in the documents of various kinds, the most radical

and. brutal form of causing demographic shocks among people

— namely, physical annihilation of masses and individuals does

not find its expression in written sources. The ones committing

the genocide, the occupiers and quislings, have systematically

destroyed, already in course of the war, and especially on the

eve of the obvious defeat, all written sources and other material

remnants which could be the evidence of their bestiality and

the ground for their being brought to the international court

of justice.

, :.• Deliberate destroying in the war and partly after it of

relevant data and sources made possible various manipulations

with the number of victims in post-war attempts to establish

the truth concerning the perishing of millions of innocent

people. The lack of key materials has left deepest traces in the

Literature on demographic movements during the war, especially

in the Balkans. . We are in possession of a number of books
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describing and studying forced migration of peoples done by

so-called new order forces and applied against racially «inferior»

and discriminated nations — Serbs, Jews, Slovenes and Gypsies,

and by the end of war also of literature concerning forcible

migration of Germans who have lived in South East Europe.

There also exist quite a number of books related to various

forms of denationalisation of nations and parts of nations.

Literature is somewhat more modest when it comes to the most

cruel kinds of demographic movements — physical destruction

of entire peoples, and it is also less reliable.

Already in the first stage of the attempt to elaborate the

topic of demographic changes, it is possible to conclude that the

Balkans, together with some adjacent areas, is a region of

Europe with most intensive demographic processes throughout

the history, and particularly during the last war. Balkan Peninsula

has remained a source and an arena of rebellions, conflicts

between peoples and nations of various forms, sufferings of

innocent people and whole generations.

It is well known that these unusual and violent events have

been caused, instigated and warmed up by uncoordinated and

strained relations in the Balkans in almost every sphere of life,

which applied not only to Balkan peoples but also to their

relations with the rest of the world, and more particularly with

big powers, which were always too much interested for the

destiny of Balkan peoples. But also relevant for an analysis here

are the factors which helped to create disturbed relations in

the South East, such as the ones of geopolitical, economic and

strategic natures. More than a hundred different peoples in

the historical period have flooded the Balkans, including several

universal empires, causing the clashes between cultures and

religions. The result of these intensive developments has been

the eternal conflict between the new which was coming, still

incomplete and the old. Many invaders, tribes and hordes have

thus imprinted their traces over this troubled region, always

full of whirlpools and abysses.

Such a mood has prevailed in the Balkans also during the

thirties of our century, when world theater was taken by darkest

powers of human history — nazism and fascism, which announced

their "new" world order with a sword and insanity. At that

time there were in the Balkans some twenty different peoples,

who were rather similar in terms of culture, habits and charac

teristics, while having in their souls and blood also something

of the remaining eighty peoples whose name has disappeared in

that region of Europe. They were divided into seven discordant

small states by religious, cultural, economic, traditional und other

barriers.

The subsequent course of events in the Second World War

and large number of civilian victims in the Balkans have shown
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that racist theories of the Nazis have found fertile soil aspecially

in the Balkans. Due to historical discords, in spite of lack of

sufficient support by the people, the measures of national purifi

cation have been primarily aimed against peoples who were

declared unfit for the new order, against racially "lower"

peoples and the ones which were opposed throughout the history

to German penetration towards the East. These were the follow-

wing peoples: Slovenes, Serbs, Jews and Gypsies. Therefore, the

first blow of racial purifications has been aimed against the

peoples of Yugoslavia. The methods included administrative

inclusion of the ones which were "racially capable, or fit" into

the new order, which meant also national, cultural and political

transformation of such people into the "higher" race; deportation

of those undesirable from their fire-sides and their being robbed

of their property; physical liquidation of all those who showed

even the slightest signs of opposition to the "new" order.

Denationalisation measures have been applied immediately

after the beginning of the occupation and annexation of areas of

Yugoslavia, the long-term plan being to enlarge them after the

quick victory in the Eeast.

The process of consistent denationalisation has been at first

introduced by German Nazis in the occupied and annexed parts

of Slovene territory. Out of 799.000 inhabitants of that territory,

of whom only some 30.000 have been of German origin, the

Nazis intended to denationalize about two thirds of the population,

while the remaining part of those "undesirable" and unfit for

being transformed into German race had to be deported. Parallel

to administrative checking of racial "purity" of Slovenes, other

measures were applied too, such as repressing the language,

culture and tradition, which included monuments of national

significance of Slovenia, and other measures.

Similar violence has been applied also by Italian fascists in

annexed parts of Yougoslavia, but also in Greece and Albania.

Bulgarian occupiers, too, in annexed parts of Macedonia, Serbia

and Greece have done the same, which applies to Hungarian

occupying forces in Yugoslav territories which were annexed by

Hungary. They did the same also in the area of Erdel which was

populated by mixed nations, and which was granted to them

by the Vienna Arbitration by Rumania.

The failure of the Blitzkreig in the East and the wide and

organized national-liberation movement, as well as the actions

of the resistance movements in the annexed areas of South East

Europe prevented the denationalisation activity done by the occu

pation and satellite powers.

Second important factor in instigating and intensifying demo

graphic changes in the Balkans during the war was the forcible

deportation of individual families, but also of entire peoples from

2C
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their homes. These deportations were organized and effected bj

the occupier or his satellites with the intention to be permanent,

and also spontaneous, since people in danger had to leave their

homes temporarily, while reaching for the hills and woods.

Such kinds of movements were most frequent in Yugoslav

territory and they were caused by repressive measures of the

occupier and collaborationists against all those who were anti-

-fascists. This was, again, primarily aimed against Serbs, Slovenes.

Jews and Gypsies. Some 1.400,000 persons have thus been driven

over in Yugoslavia, while most of them had to flee from the

so-called Independent State of Croatia, then from Slovenia,

Batchka, Macedonia and Kosovo. Most numerous group of emig-

rees found shelter in Serbia.

Large-scale deportation and leaving of homes outside Yugos

lavia has been in nationally mixed Erdel, in Rumania, where

Rumanians have fled from the part which was granted to Hun

gary, while Hungarians from the part which was left to Rumania.

The figure of emigrees amounts to some two to three hrndred

thousand.

Already during the war the Germans have begun to organize

the resettlement of Germans in some areas of South East

Europe, where they were isolated national groups, the intention

being the creation of compact German areas. One of the cause

for that action was also the fear from the national liberation

movement, since Germans were opposed to it. Until the end of

1942 some 160,000 Germans have been removed from the South

East, which included 18,360 persons from the area of Bosnia

and Herzegovina, where the uprising against the occupier has

been strong from the beginning.

The plan of forcible removal of all Germans in that area

during the final operations in the Second World War had not

been effected due to unexpectedly fast penetration of the Red

Army troops. Thus from Rumania only some 100,000 German

inhabitants have been removed, out of approximately 500,000,

while from Hungary that figure was 200,000, out of some

600,000. The figure for Yugoslavia was 330,000, out of 500,000.

Throughout the entire war period in the South East Europe

there were temporary movements of population, particularly in

the zones of war operations. People tried to escape to libberated

territories, to save themselves from air-raids against the towns,

but also to find refuge against constant pressure by the occu

pying and quisling forces. This included also the escaping from

the moving front lines. Most intensive and large-scale movements

of that kind have been in the territories with continued national

liberation struggle — Yugoslavia, Greece and Albania. Thus,

there are entire insurgents' regions in Yugoslavia where it is

difficult to find a family which did not leave its home during
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the war for short or long time. Altogether, it is safe to say that

the majority of population of all the countries of the region was

forced to leave their homes in course of the Second World War.

The crudest and at the same time the most serious forms

of forcible causing demographic changes are found in actions

of the occupiers which wanted to exterminate the entire peoples.

Although there are many monuments in Balkan countries dedic

ated to the victors in the war, as well as a rich literature con

cerning the information of war victims, the relevant data are

not complete, clear and impartial, since there were no uniform

and impartial criteria of classifying the victims. Official figures

on fallen soldiers are not presented according to an uniform

method, and they include mainly those perished in the struggle

against the occupier and the quislings. Such figure for Yugos

lavia is around 410,000 persons killed, and this figure includes

partisan fighters which carried arms while working within the

liberated territores. The number for Greece is some 20.000 which

applies to the times until the British invasion in the Fall of

1944 and the beginning of the civil war in hardly liberated Greece.

The figure for1 Albania is 28,000 killed partisans, while for Bul

garia — 22,000. The figure concerning Rumania is 520,000 but

it includes the casualties fallen on both sides, and the same

type of figure for Hungary is some 147,000. It is worthwile

emphasizing that Yugoslavia had more killed fighters against

fascism than all the other countries of South East Europe, taken

together. Although these figures are not ideally exact, since they

express the phenomena of utmost sensibility during the war, it

is possible to accept them as approximate, but with a correction

as to making the discovery of figures of the other part of victims

per contry, as well as that of making the distinguishing in the

Rumanian and Hungarian figures.

Data concerning civilian victims are even less clear, except

the ones related to Jews, since these victims perished under

various circumstances, outside the front lines, and there was no

recording or witnesses. Quite often the executors took care to

destroy all relevant evidence as to their crimes, including written

documents. Here, too, the victims were treated from the poli

tical standpoint, so that the ones which have fallen while serving

the occupier, were not taken into account as war victims. Such

methodology meant that no Balkan country has reliable data

concerning civilian war victims, which includes Yugoslavia, which

invested particular efforts in the war against totalitarian powers.

True, the Yugoslav Commission for Determining the Crimes Com

mitted by Occupiers and their Collaborators has notified, im

mediately after the war, the International Court in Nurenberg

that the losses of Yugoslavia amounted to some one million

and seven hundred thousand victims, which coincides with r.he

calculation difference between the number of inhabitants in

20*
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Yugoslavia in 1945 and 1941. However, the following has been

neglected, namely: losses of Yugoslav population among some

400,000 quislings who served the occupier during the war, then

the migration by the end of the war of about 350,000 German natio

nals and of 30,000 Hungarians, who did not want to come back to

Yugoslavia, as well as tens of thousands of prisoners of war and

workers who did not return from Germany after the war, including

some 100,000 of military and political emigrees who left Yugos

lavia in the final stage of war, etc.

These inconsistencies were followed by the new ones as far

as determining the number of civilian casualties was concerned

(namely, victims of fascist terror). In Slovenia, however, the

figures are rather precise. For instance, the disclosing of figures

related to concentration camps, such as Jasenovac, reflects con

siderable differences regarding the evaluation. One of the first

figures for Jasenovac — that of 400,000 victims, which was

provided by making the list on the spot on the eve of the libera

tion, has been diminished by ones, while it was increased by

others, which only reflected narrow-mindedness, petty politics

and even nationalistic approach. Thus, some authors write about

tens of thousand victims in the Jasenovac camp, although they

knew about the authentic report and a diary of dr. Nikola Niko-

lic, who was the prisoner there and the camp physician. Dr. Niko-

lic provides for such details which express the bestiality of

ustashas, such as Pudic, who killed ten thousand prisoners with

out making difference between communist par sans, workers,

farmers, intellectuals, old people, and children, both born and

unborn . . . Great Croatian patriot and fighter, dr. Nikolic lists

many of these criminals who committed these atrocities, such

as Roman Catholic priests Filipovic and Brkljacic, then Milos,

Luburic, Vrban, Matkovic, Brzica, Maricic, Cupic, Picilija, Slis-

kovic, Kapetanovic.

At the same time lack of impartiality made some opposite

assessments which increased the number of victims in the Jase

novac camp to some one million persons, which was nearly the

figure for all civilian victims during the war, which was reported

by mentioned Commission immediately after the war.

The situation is similar regarding the determination of the

number of civilian victims in other Balkan countries. The excep

tion is the case of Slovenia and the figures concerning Jews

throughout the South East Europe. Owing to the efforts of Jews

who have survived in these countries, these figures amount to

some one million three hundred fifty thousand people — which

was the number of Jews at the beginning of the war in Yugos

lavia, Greece, Bulgaria, Rumania and Hungary, out of which

number some nine hundred and eighty thousand were killed,

while only three hundred and seventy thousand survived.
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Incomplete and mostly contradictory data on real losses

during the Second World War in the Balkans and in the South

East Europe in general, including all the above mentioned cate

gories of victims, make difficult the establishing of figures relat>

ing to indirect losses, namely those connected with birth rate,

increased percentage od death rate due to illnesses caused by

war sufferings and relating to other types of losses, which were

caused by intensive demographic movements and disturbances

among the people of that part of Europe. These contradictory

data on real number of victims has been one of the main ob

stacles for experts to depict the demographic picture and the

one of ethnical movements in that region during the war.

This brief report indicates without doubt that a complete

elaboration of the topic of demographic changes in the South

East Europe is a difficult one for historical science, but it is

also a debt owed to fallen victims and a lecture for future

generations who should avoid the repetition of the tragedy of

the Second World War. Scientific elaboration will be confronted

with a series of difficulties which would be overcome only by

arguments and genuine documents. On the other hand, the

archival sources are not complete, since most important docu

ments have been maliciously removed and destroyed. The rele

vant literature, on its part, is mostly superficial and not based

on genuine facts and is rather guided by political motives. It

would be therefore a task worth of trying to attempt an answer

to many questions which go deep into mutual relations between

peoples during the tragic period of large-scale genocide and

annihilation of millions of innocent people, including deportation

of many families and even entire peoples.

HEKH IIPOEAEMH HAYHHE OEPAAE TEME „AEMCTPAOCKE

I1POMEHE HA EAAKAHY Y TORY APYror CBETCKOr PATA"

Pe3HMe

Y npHAory cy H.iiieiiiciia CTewena HCKycTBa H3 BnuieroAHiuibnx apxnu-

ckh.x HCTpa>KHBaH>a rpabe h noAaTaica 3a obv re.\iy Cxoaho CTBapHHM

TOKOBHMa h y AeMorpa$CKHM npouecHMa Ha Ea.\Kany y TOKy nocAe,\H>er

CBeTCKor paTa, napoHHTo ohhm kojh cy 6mah ycAOBA>eHH reHOUHAHHM

MepaMa <paniHCTHHiuix OKynaropa uponiB nojeAHHHx HapoAa Ha EaAKaHy,

cavyBaHH apxHBCKH MaTepujaAH cy pcwaTHBHo oöhmhh. MebyrHM nocroJH

bcahkh HecKAaA Y oohmv ca^ynaiie rpabe 3a nojeAnne BpcTe reHouHAHHX

Mepa, y OAHocy Ha y3po«iHHKe cua>KHnx AeMorpatpcKHx npoMena. AOK Je

3a AyropowHJe h ycaobho peieHO 6Aa>Ke Mepe renounAa HaA nojeAHHHM

HapoAHMa canyBaHO iipnahhho npHMapHHX H3Bopa, 3a paAHKaAiic h cypoBe

Mepe, HapoHHTo npn.\[en,nBane Ha TAy JyrocAaBHJe, th n3Bopn cy Beo.via

CHpOMaiUHH.

Taxo ce 3a HajpaHHJe npHMeibHBami oöahk AeMorpa<pCKHX noMepan.a

— Hce.v.aBau,a nojeAHHHx napcua H3 jcahhx 3e%ia v,a hah KpajeBa y Apyre,
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Ha npHMep CAOBeHana h Cp6a y JyrocAaBHJH, PyMyHa h Mabapa H3 TpaH-

CHABaHHJe, <J)OAKCAoJMepa H3 cbhx 3eMaA>a EaAioHa hta. caiyBaAO AOCTa

apxiiBCKc h APyre rpabe. Obo je ycAOBHAO Haj6oA>y HCTopHorpacpcKy oÖpaAy

OBora iiHTaiia yomirre a noceoHO y nocAeAifeHX hckoahko roAima.

H o ApyrHM AyropoHHHJHM ooAHUHMa AeiiauHOHaAn3aunje, Ha npHMep,

3a aAMHHHCTpaTHBHo npeBobeH>e ACAOBa nojeAHHux HapoAa y „pacno"

hhcth h bhihh HapoA, 3a KyATypHO oAHapobanan.e naciiAiniM MepaMa Kao

luto cy ÖHAe, aaöpaaa ynoTpeöe MaTepH>er je3HKa h yAOMaheHor riHCMa,

pyuieibc h yHHiUTaBaH>e iicropujcKHx TeKoninia 11 ocraTKa Kao iiito cy

cnoMeHHUH, KH>Hre, BepcKe HHCTHTyuHJe, cbh ooahuh TpaAHiwje h Apyro

ca^yßaH je OApeben oöhm npii.\iapnnx H3Bopa. Y oboj o6AacTH noHajcAa-

ÖHJe CTOje cawyßaHH <J>ohaobh o jcahom cneuHtpHMHOM oÖAHKy kojh je

npHMCH>HBan oa CTpaHe pHMOKaTOAHMKe upkbc y JyrocAaBHJH, npt'BobeH.c

Cp6a iipaßocAaBHe Bepe y KaTOAHMKy.

HaJTaH>H cy h caAP>KHHCKn HajcAa6Hje cawßaHH «Jkmaobh rpabe o

HajcypoBHJHM oSAHUHMa rcHoiuiAa, cjJh;«imkoj AHKB;iAawijn h vcMphtiBaiby

npoTHBHHKa HOBor nopeTKa Hapowro ohhx kojh cy aKTHBHO h opraHH-

30Bano AeAOBaAH Kpo3 HapoAHOocAoöoAHAaMKH noKper h nonpeT omopa

h yHHLUTaBaH.e AeAOBa hah ueAHX AHCKpHMHHHcaHnx napoAa Ha ucaom

noApynjy JeBpeja, a y JyrocAaBHJH y3 JeBpeje h Cp6a, PoMa h CAOBcuaua.

Kpajibe He3aAOBOA>aBajyhe CTaae y oboj rpyrra rpabe o icholuiahiim Me

paMa H Ae\iorpa4>cKHM npoxteiiaMa Ha Eaucany 11 HapoHHTO Ha ya\ Jyro-

CAaBHJe nocAeAHue cy hckoahko mniiiAaua. JeAaH oa h»hx je cncreM

y6HJan>a cTaHOBHHUiTBa kojh cy nponoAUAii Heiviam<H Haimcra h ycraiiie

HaA CpßHMa 6e3 OATOBapajyhe eBHAeHiwje. Apyrn, joui BaHcmiJH je yHH-

mTasaibe cbhx Tparoßa obhx SAomina Beb y TOKy paTa. Obo GpHcaite

Tparoßa 3AOHHHa 6hao je Man.c npaicTHKOBaHO y npBOM nepHOAy paTa, y

BpeMe KaAa ce oMeKHBaAa noöeAa ciiara „HOBor" nopeTKa. MebyTHM, nocAe

npBHx Hehiix nopa3a BcpMaxra, a HapoHHTO oa nopa3a HeMaqa noA CiaA.HH-

rpaAOM yHHiiiTaBaH>e cbhx Tparoßa 3AOHHHa HaA nojeAHHUHMa h HapoAHMa

cy nocraAH CTaAHa ßpnra joBpumoua thx 3AowHHa. CAa6A>eH»y h npona-

Aatby Tparoßa obhx 3AOMHHa kojh cy MyieHHMKH npeacHBeAH paT Aonpn-

iieva je acaiimhmho, CAaöa Gpura nojeAHHHX HapoAa HAH ycraHOBa Aa ce

th 3nami crpaBHMHHX onoMeHa 6yAyh.HM reHepaunjaMa canyBajy. JeAaH

oa npHMepa y JyrocAaBHJH je crpaTHurre oko 20.000 poAOA>y6a y JaAOBiioM

Ha BeAe6HTy KOJHMa HHje nocBeheHa hh OAroBapajyba 03HaKa Ha MecTy

rAe cy Aera 1941. yMopeim oa ycrauia HajcTpaBHiHHJOM CMphy.

Obo CHpoMauiTBO H3Bopa o 3AomninMa HaA HapoAOM aobcao je y

nocAepaTHHM roAimaMa ao hobhx npo6AeMa y nHTaH>HMa oSpaAe noAa-

TaKa o naAHM >KpTBaMa, HapoHHTO y JyrocAaBHJH, H3\'3HMajyhH Caobchhjy.

Y npouciiaMa 6poja yMopeHHX y hojcahhhm AoropHMa h CTpaTHiuTHMa

Aoiiiao ce ao HecxBaTA>HBHx HecKAaAa, Ha npHMep 3a JacenoBau OBe npo-

uene ce Kpehy oa AeceraK xii.wua ao rrpeKo mhahoh.

HMajyhn CBe obo y BHAy, ayTop npHAora je, yKa3yjyhn Ha 3Hanaj

ueAOBHTe h HayMHe ofipaAe OBe TCMe, yKa3ao h Ha Te>KHHy H OATOBopHOci

OBora 3aAaTi<a npeA kojhm ce cmiiajeM okoahocth namao.
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